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TIME AND FREQUENCY TRANSFER BY THE MASTER-SLAVE
RETURNABLE TIMING SYSTEM TECHNIQUE - APPLICATION TO

SOLAR POWER TRANSMISSION*

W. C. Lindsey and A. V. Kantak
LinCom Corporation

P.O. Box 2793D
Pasadena, CA 91105

ABSTRACT

A classical method of transfering time and frequency from one network node to another is
the Master-Slave (MS) technique. This method, though fairly simple and easy to
implement, is plagued with the problems introduced by the variable propagation path
delays between network nodes. The master slave returnable timing system (MSRTS)
technique presented in this paper offers the flexibility and simplicity of the well established
MS approach; however, it provides for a novel automatic delay compensation feature.
Delay compensation between two nodes is achieved by measuring the delay between the
two nodes and then using this knowledge about the delay to automatically update the
phase of the transmitting node such that the phase at the receiving node is independent of
the delay between the two nodes. A theory and analysis of this system is presented here in
a noise free environment and an extension is made to cover the propagation of internally
generated noise (clock phase noise) through the network.

INTRODUCTION

Most time and frequency transfer techniques in use today utilize the master slave (MS)
technique because of the simplicity of its implementation and in some cases, because of
the reduced accuracy requirements. Recently, there have been some attempts made to
understand the mechanization of the time and frequency transfer in a mutually
synchronized system Refs. 1,2, 3. The steady state frequency and phase errors of the
mutually synchronized systems are, as pointed out in Ref. 1, sensitive to the propagation
path delays; hence, the necessity of delay compensation arises. Recently, an automatic
delay compensation technique was presented in Refs. 4,5. This technique was based upon
a returnable timing concept.



The Returnable Timing System (RTS), described in Ref. 4, is of particular interest because
the delay compensation feature of this approach can be combined with the MS system to
create the Master Slave Returnable Timing System (MSRTS) described in this paper. This
approach allows one to combine the advantages of the MS and the RTS techniques. The
MSRTS uses the basic MS hierarchial structure (tree structure) to transfer time and
frequency from one network node to another node with the result that the network
frequency is delay independent and the time error is nominally zero. This method is
particularly important in many applications, e.g., highly accurate clock distribution systems
required in avionics systems, computer communications and large retrodirective phased-
arrays such as the Solar Power Satellite.

The basic idea in MSRTS is to send the time-frequency signal received at a particular node
back to the sending node. The delay accumulated by this returned signal is used to advance
the phase of the master (sending) node thereby canceling the effect of the delay introduced
by the path. To understand this idea clearly, we shall start with two nodes. One of these is
designated as the master and the other represents the slave node.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Figure 1 depicts the two nodal system. Each node has a signal processing equipment
containing a phase locked loop. As shown in Fig. 1, we desire to transmit the phase and
frequency of the master signal to the slave station. The master signal and the returned
signal from the slave station are used to drive the PLL and the output of the VCO is sent to
the slave station via a directional coupler. This directional coupler has the ability to sense
the direction of energy flow and hence it can route the received signals at the same
frequency in the proper directions. At the far end of the “cable” there is a directional
coupler with termination. The termination in the coupler simply reflects some of the
incident energy back to the master for the purpose of delay compensation. It should be
noted that the mechanization can be brought about by using two diplexers (or four
bandpass filters) instead of the two directional couplers. The master signal is modeled as

(1)

where 2M is the phase to be transferred to the slave node and T is the frequency to be
transferred. The reference signal as the master node is modeled by

where     (t) is the estimate of the phase 2M. In addition, we define the signals



where Jij is the delay suffered by the signal from the j-th node to the i-th node. Thus the
error signal becomes

and with no frequency offsets and no biases, in the steady state we will have 2(t-J12 -J21) =
2ss so that ,(t) will be zero when

(2)

Here 2ss is the steady state value of 2(t) and Ts represents the steady state frequency. From
(2) we have

(3)

and in the steady state the reference signal becomes

In addition, the steady state phase of the reference signal at point B of the slave node is

(4)

where

(5)

Thus we observe that when the signal paths is reciprocal )J = 0 and the phase and
frequency at the master node (point A) equals the phase of the received signal at the slave
station (point B) of Fig. 1.

CHAIN OF NODES

As shown above, the phase of the master signal is regenerated at the slave node. This
signal will be fed to the slave PLL and this PLL will act as the master for the next node in
the chain. Figure 2 shows the situation in a block diagram form. The phase of the signal at
the input of any slave (in the steady state) is obtained from the phase of its immediate
master by properly interpreting the quantities in (4). For example the phase of the signal
input to the (n+l)-st slave in the link is given by



          Input Phase to                                        (6)
          the n+1st Station

where 2m is the phase of the master socillator to be transmitted to the slave stations.
Ideally, with nondispersive propagation paths, we will have )Ji,i+l = Ji, i+l - Ji+l,i = 0 for all
i = 1,...,n=l; hence (6) says that the phase input at the (n+l)-st node is the same as the
phase of the master node.

IMPERFECT COMPENSATION

The condition )Ji, i+1 = 0 for the ideal case assumes that the forward and return path are of
equal delay and that the hardware components in the system are perfect. In actual practice
this is rarely the case hence it becomes reasonable to assume that each )Ji, i+1 variable with
zero mean (unless the system implementation dictates otherwise) and a variance, say Fi, i+1.
It is also reasonable to assume that there is no correlation between any pair of random
variables. In fact, we will assume that they are statistically pairwise independent random
variables. Thus, we have the expected values

with

(7)

Let

(8)

then



and using (7) we get

(9)

Thus the disturbance to the phase input to the (n+l)-st station has a zero mean and a
variance of         . A simple application of the central limit theorem says that for a large
enough “n” we have

(10)

and the input phase to the (n+l)-st node is

(11)

so that

(12)

(13)

EFFECT OF NONZERO MEAN OF )J)Ji, i+1 ON THE SYSTEM

So far we have tacitly assumed that E[)Ji, i+1 ] = 0 for all œi = 1,...,n. If there is some
reason to assume that E[)Ji, i+1 ] = ci, i+1 … 0 then the mean of yn increases linearly with “n”,
ie. ,



and

(14)

In such a case an alternate mechanication of the system described in Fig. 3 may prove
useful.

The key points to note in this mechanication is that the directional couplers in Fig. 1 are
replaced by diplexers and frequency dividers are included. Also the direction of flow of
“T” signals and “2T” signals is alternated. Going through a similar analysis as before we
can arrive at an equation, similar to (11) which represents the steady state phase into the
(n+l)-st node, i.e.,

(15)

where

Thus

(16)

If ci,i+1 = c for all i, then



and

(17)

Comparing (14) with (17), we see that the mean of the phase disturbance has decreased by
at least a factor of n while the variance remains the same.

PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF THE PHASE MMn+l AT THE (n+l)st STATION

The mean and variance of yn in (15) is given in (17). Thus

Assuming n large the, central limit theorem applies and the probability distribution of the
varialbleMn+1 is model by

(18)

Thus it becomes possible to find the

(19)

where

Thus we see from (19) how the mean value cn enters into the equation to affect the
probability of Mn+l being in (-),)) interval. If cn=0 then (19) reduces to 2 erf(             ). In
such a case with



from (19) that

and

(20)

The above equation tells us how many nodes (“n”) can be allowed in a chain of nodes for
fixed values of “a” and “F” and a selected value (variable) of ). The ratio ()/F)2 can be
interpreted as the Spread Ratio

(21)

Id we let )=B and change a to (1-a), then (20) becomes

(22)

Here “n” specifies how many stations can be allowed in a chain for a predetermined value
of “a” and the system parameter value F before slip of one cycle is expected to occur at
the input to (n+1) station. Thus a large number of stations can be allowed if F is
sufficiently small before the cycle slipping occurs, alternatively the probability of slipping
a cycle tends to zero. Figures 4 and 5 show the plot of “n”, the number of nodes in a chain
vs the spread ratio and the standard deviation, respectively.

PHASE NOISE PROPAGATION IN A CHAIN OF NODES

The above analysis does not consider any form of noise either generated by the system
components like the PLL or the channel noise. The analysis presented below considers the
propagation of noise generated by the PLL through a chain of nodes. Figure 6 describes
the connection and signals at the k-th node. We will adopt a new notation, i.e., ( @~) means
the phase of the signal (·). At the k-th node



where                                             in which Rk(t) is the phase noise generated by the k-th
oscillator and 2k(t) is the phase estimate of the k-th oscillator. The appropriate total phase
models of the signals in Fig. 6 are:

If we take the Fourier transform on both sides of the error signal we have

Now

(23)

Assuming that proper filtering removes the delta functionsand solving for 2k(T) from (23)
yields

(24)



let

(25)

Then (24) becomes

(26)

This is a recursive relation for 2k(T) and can be solved for the n-th station phase output.
This turns out to be

(27)

where

Thus the system can be represented as in Fig. 7 or it can be modeled as a parallel fed
system shown in Fig. 8. From (27) we have

(28)

Now assuming that E[2i (T)] = 0 for all i and E[Ri(T)Rj(T)] = 0 for i…j we have

(29)

This says that on the average, the output phase of the n-th nodal clock equals the master
phase. We are interested to find         from the power spectral density



(30)

where                  is the single-sided spectral density of the Ri. Thus

(31)

where Rk(T) and Hk(T) are defined in (25). Now if we assume that Jij = J for all i and j we
have Hi (jT) = H(jT) for all i and Ri(jT) = R(jT) for all i, then

(32)

if                                for all i. Now assuming that Jij = 0 for all i and j and Fk(T) = F(T)
for all k then with SR(T) = 1/T we get

Assuming further that the loop filters are characterized by

then



where                                                                          . Thus H(jT) reduces to

Substituting H(jT) and R(jT) in (32) one can compute the normalized mean squared
random jitter accumulated after n nodes (normalized by the mean squared random jitter
produced by node one) is computed by the use of an IBM Computer. The results are
presented in Fig. 9. As can be seen, as the damping factor . of the circuit increases, the
noise variance at the end of the n nodal chain decreases.

MSRTS TREE NETWORK

When there are a number of stations to be connected (phase locked) together to transmit
phase information from one node to all the remaining nodes, one possible way of
connection is to connect all of them in a chain and let the master feed the chain. There are
obvious disadvantages of a series connection with the above scheme, hence the well
known master-slave hierarchial tree sturcture will be tried next. Fig.10 shows such a tree
structure using MSRTS concept for the time transfer.

The master (station 1) in the figure feeds the phase to four physically close equidistant
(from the feeding point) phase locked loops via a four way power splitter. These are level
1 slaves. Each of the level 1 slaves is connected to a four way power splitter as level 2 via
the MSRTS. Again a group of 2nd level four PLLs are placed equidistant from the power
splitter and each of these is connected to the third level power splitter via MSRTS. This is
continued until all the oscillators (nodes) are connected.

For each oscillator in the network there exists only one chain connecting the master to the
oscillator and our analysis in the previous section holds.

APPLICATION TO THE SOLAR POWER SATELLITE (SPS) PHASE
CONTROL SYSTEM

The solar power satellite system consists of a geosynchronous satellite at an altitude of
37,000 km. The main purpose of which is to collect the solar power, convert it into
microwave power and then transmit it to the ground based receiving station. Currently the
transmitting antenna on the SPS is conceived to be a retrodirective phased array having an
area of 1 km diameter circle. Every retrodirective antenna needs a constant phase
reference for its operation. The conventional methods of reference phase distribution are of
little consequence because of the huge size of the SPS antenna. However, a phase
distribution system using the MSRTS tree concept solves the problem.



Figure 10 shows the phase distribution tree system proposed for the SPS antenna as shown
in the figure, the array center locks onto the phase of the pilot beam transmitted from the
(Ref.6) center of the receiving antenna on the earth. This phase is transmitted over the
entire aperture of the antenna by the use of MSRTS tree structure. The phase picked up by
the array center is distributed to 16 level 1 slave nodes (the figure shows only four). Each
of these nodes transmit the phase to 16 level 2 slave nodes. This continues up to level 3
slave nodes, each of which supplies 25 level 4 slave nodes which supply the phase to the
power amplifier tubes for conjugation and subsequent radiation of the microwave energy.
Figure 11 shows the phase distribution tree structure. The conjugator (multiplier) and the
high power amplifier (HPA) along with the necessary phase stabilizing circuit. The SS
(spread spectrum) receiver shown at each power amplifier tube receives the pilot wave,
extracts the phase and supplies it to the conjugator where it is conjugated with the help of
the reference phase, supplied by the MSRTS phase distribution tree.

CONCLUSION

The MSRTS provides a new way of delay compensation which can use already existing
Master Slave systems. Proper design of filters at each station can reduce the variance of
noise at the end of the chain of stations. The MSRTS can also be useful in the SPS theory,
especially those retrodirective antennas where distribution of the master phase accurately
is vital to the performance of the antenna. Also this method can be of use for sensing phase
at a remote location for phase measurement purposes.
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 Figure 2.  A BLOCK DIAGRAM OF A CHAIN OF STATIONS IN MSRTS.



Figure 3  AN ALTERNATE MECHANIZATION OF MSRTS.





Figure 6.  CONNECTIONS AT THE kth NODE IN A CHAIN OF STATIONS
CONNECTED IN MSRTS.

Figure 7. SERIES REPRE SENTATION OF PHASE NOISE PROPAGATION
IN A CHAIN OF NODES CONNECTED IN MSRTS.



Figure 8. Parallel Equivalent of the Phase Noise Propagation in a Chain of Nodes
Connected in MSRTS/



Figure 10.  MSRTS HIERARCHIAL TREE STRUCTURE.

 



Figure 11.  Reference Solar Power Satellite Transmission System.




